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About This Content

This Hired Sword is a new Hero-type unit that can be recruited to further customize your roster. The Smuggler is available
for the Mercenaries and the Sisters of Sigmar Warbands.

The Empire's division benefits those who would sell contraband or avoid the many taxes imposed by barons and burghers. No
commodity is more enticing to Smugglers than Mordheim's Wyrdstone. Smugglers must be skilled with swords and pistols,

accustomed to fighting against many foes, and not averse to tricks and traps. Most of all, they must be charismatic, able to rally
their comrades in their darkest hour.

The Smuggler has access to a unique new set of skills:

Active skills

Black Powder Trap: Places a fake Search Bag that explodes and deals damage to approaching units.

Liquid Courage: The unit takes a sip of a drink that increases Initiative and All Alone tests.

White Powder Trap: Places a fake Search Bag that explodes and stuns approaching units.
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Hand Bomb: The unit throws a bomb that deals armor bypassing damage.

Captain's Speech: Increases All Alone, Fear and Terror resistance of nearby allies.

Impact Shot: A black powder shot that deals regular damage and bypasses some of the victim's armor absorption.

Riposte Stance: The unit takes a Parry stance that also increases the chance to hit with Counter-Attacks.

Captain’s Order: Increases the damage of a single ally.

Passive skills

Expert Fencer: While wielding a Sword or a Dagger, increases Melee resistance and Initiative.

Tight Crew: When an ally is engaged in Melee with the same enemy, increases Dodge and Parry bypass against the
target.

Fine-Tuning: Increases Critical Chance of Black Powder Weapons.

In and Out: After gathering a Wyrdstone, gain a buff which increases Movement and Initiative.

Walk the Topsail: Gain bonus to Leap, Climb and Jump Down actions.

Boarding Prowess: After a Leap or Jump down attack, increases the chance of dealing a Critical Hit.

Survival Instinct: When the unit is engaged with multiple enemies, increases the chance of dealing Melee Critical Hits.
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Title: Mordheim: City of the Damned - The Smuggler
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Rogue Factor
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista 64bit, Window 7 64bit, Windows 8 64bit, Windows 10 64bit (32bit OS not supported)

Processor: AMD/INTEL Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible AMD Radeon HD 5850/NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

Additional Notes: Internet connection required for online gaming and game activation

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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The game is more about just clicking around various menus and there is not much strategy/simulation involved.. Can't believe
this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ window allways stucks, this game didn't work for me, but i recommend getting it for free like me xD. While
chances are that you got this DLC in the Collector\u2019s Edition pack of Hexoscope, it is one of those instances where the
DLC should be a great purchase by itself. Especially if you like electronic music even just a little bit. The upbeat, yet somehow
also tranquil tracks not only fit the game\u2019s basic premise and atmosphere perfectly, but they are great as background
music when you need some noise but also want to think\u2014or the opposite, just to relax a little.. Two Words: Victory Wow.
This is by far the best model out there not just on steam but from all the models currently out there in the train simulator
collection. Sounds crisp and clean, Textures a work of art and the models avalaible you could wet yourself with excitment.
ANybody who hasn't go this is either mad or has nothing better to do with themselfs. Go and get this please

PS: the only thing that could beat this is if someone made the LNER T2\/Q6. The penguin and the gingerbread man make it all
worth while. Can't wait to use them around Xmas!
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Great game. Enjoyed it very much. for people with no sound in game download openAL. youll be good.

Thank you for this oldie but goodie.. +300 level up. Most tilting game. EH \u0130\u015eTE B\u0130 RUST OLAMASADA
\u0130Y\u0130 G\u0130B\u0130. I the game itself looks OK but I could not play it as I use a steering wheel and pedals and the
game just did not recognise them. I wasted maybe half an hour trying to get them to work. I understand its EA so will maybe
revisit the game when its had a little more development. To the developer, thanks for trying to develop VR, without you guys we
would have nothing, keep it up !
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